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REPORT ON THE GEOPHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF HELICOPTER 
BORNE MAGNETIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEYS, WERNER 
LAKE AREA, ONTARIO

SUMMARY

A helicopter borne electromagnetic (EM) and magnetometer survey was 
flown in early May 2001 over three blocks in the Werner Lake area of 
northwestern Ontario. This survey was directed to finding geophysical responses 
indicative of base and precious metals. The survey contractor Fugro Airborne 
Surveys Corp. has provided an operational report of the survey, maps of magnetic 
and electromagnetic response and profiles of the individual line data. The present 
report has added to that base by developing two EM and two magnetic maps for 
each of the areas. One of the blocks has been divided in two, so that there are four 
map areas with this report, to coincide with the claim blocks held by Atikwa in the 
area. These are Reynar Lake, Fortune Lake, Rex Lake and Bug Lake.

Interpretation of EM and magnetic events has been made and placed on the 
maps accompanying this report. Some limited, generalized lithology has been 
available for this interpretation. Maps of this lithology are presented wit this report. 
Two overview maps of one of the EM responses and the total magnetics are 
presented with mis report.

Initially, it is seen that the EM and magnetic responses compliment each 
other. It is clear that a new geological mapping has been achieved with these 
surveys. The geophysics provides a base from which on-going geological work can 
revise the existing geology and give better direction to the continuing exploration 
program.

A number of significant conductive EM responses have been identified. 
Responses with good conductivity and in a number of cases correlating magnetic 
response, suggest the presence of conductive sulphides that could lead to base 
metals and/or precious metals. Target area for follow-up have been identified.



INTRODUCTION

Helicopter borne magnetic and electromagnetic surveys were carried out over 
three closely related areas in the Werner Lake area of northwest Ontario by Fugro 
Airborne Surveys of Mississauga, Ontario, during the period May 2 to May 5, 2001 
(figures l and 2 from Fugro report). The survey employed a high sensitivity cesium 
magnetometer combined with a Dighemv multi-coil, multi-frequency electro 
magnetic (EM) system. A report by Fugro specifying details of the survey and 
products has been delivered as part of their contract deliverables. Sets of maps as 
black line mylars and colour prints have been delivered by the contractor.

Additional maps have been prepared as part of this interpretational report. 
This report divides one contiguous survey, the Fortune-Rex Lakes, into two, so that 
the separate Fortune and Rex claim blocks may be viewed individually. As well, 
the 1:10,000 scale maps are made manageable by mis separation. There are now 
four map sheets: Reynar Lake, Fortune Lake, Rex Lake and Bug Lake. Reynar, 
Fortune and Rex Lakes were flown with lines in a north-south direction to cross 
the east-west striking stratigraphy at right angles. The Bug Lake survey was flown 
in a northeasterly-southwesterly direction to cross the more north-south stratigraphy 
at right angles.

A general outline of the survey system and products derived with the Fugro 
report is provided here.

SYSTEM

The system flown was a DIGHEMV towed bird, symmetric dipole 
configuration operated at a nominal survey altitude of 30 metres. The transmitter/ 
receiver coil separation for the 900Hz, l,OOOHz, 5,500Hz and 7,200Hz coils is 8 
metres. The separation for 56,OOOHz is 6.3 metres. In-phase and quadrature 
components are measured. The magnetometer for the system is housed in the EM 
bird mid-way between the EM coils. Two coaxial coil pairs are employed at 
l,OOOHz and 5,500Hz. 900Hz, 72,OOOHz and 56,OOOHz data are collected with 
coplanar coils. Each of these coil configuration/frequency systems provide different 
aspects of the EM response. Coaxial and coplanar coils couple differently to 
sources in the ground so that flat and steeply dipping sources may be detected and



resolved differently. Flat lying conductors are detected more clearly with the 
coplanar coils, while steeply dipping sources are identified better with the coaxial 
coils. There is not a unique differentiation between the two, so that all responders 
are seen whether with coaxial or coplanar coils. The frequency range from low to 
high differentiates between strong to weak conductors. Less conductive features are 
seen best at the higher frequencies. The quadrature/in-phase differentiation also 
separates less conductive from better conductive responders. The quadrature 
response at lower frequencies tends to look like the in-phase response at higher 
frequencies.

The EM system accuracies are listed from 0.06 ppm (parts per million of the 
primary field) at l,OOOHz to .6 ppm at 56,OOOHz. The survey accuracies tend to be 
higher (or less precise), but the data from the field as recorded in maps presented 
here suggest that the data accuracies approach those of the system accuracies.

The accuracies of the survey and base station magnetometers are O.OlnT. The 
field data accuracy is probably closer to O.lnT or somewhat larger. The field 
magnetic data is of high quality.

DATA QUALITY

Some monitoring of other parameters is carried out to observe and/or control 
noise that may intrude on the data. Atmospheric and powerline detectors carry out 
this function. At times during the survey, atmospheric noise, (EM noise from 
thunderstorms), became dominant and forced discontinuation of the survey until the 
noise subsided. Post acquisition processing has removed the effects of mis noise 
on the acquired data. This is accomplished by excising the one or two points of 
noise along the profile, without disturbing the remaining good data. There were no 
powerlines in the survey area.

Base stations for both the OPS (satellite navigation) and magnetic fields were 
maintained to correct for drift of both these parameters. The survey was undertaken 
during unusually quiet magnetic field activity. Overall the magnetic drift was 30nT, 
occurring on long slowly changing field amplitudes. This has resulted in a quite 
good magnetic survey with only the effects of bird altitude having a significant 
impact on the product. The contractor has been able to largely correct the magnetic



response for bird height changes, so that the magnetic map is of high quality. The 
location of the flight lines controlled by the OPS is within a few metres, bom 
horizontally and vertically.

Post acquisition processing has removed most of the effects of bird height 
and EM drift that were evident in the raw field data. These corrections, especially 
to the coaxial components has made it possible to use these components effectively 
in the interpretation. Very low EM responses have been detected across this area, 
but it has been possible to observe geologically driven events to less than l ppm 
on the gridded maps. This level of accuracy has made it possible to suggest 
revising and redrawing the geological maps of the areas surveyed.

SURVEY PRODUCTS

MAPS AND RECORDS

Each area has the same products. The contractor has provided maps for the 
three areas flown, that is Reynar Lake (map sheets l and 2), Fortune-Rex Lakes 
(map sheets l, 2 and 3), and Bug lake (map sheet 1). These maps are presented at 
a scale of 1:10,000. The present report divides the contiguous survey block of 
Fortune-Rex into two sets of maps, as there are two distinguishable claim blocks 
in this area. The present report provides one map set of components mat are 
different from the contractor's content and outline, at a scale of 1:10,000, for each 
of four areas. Two compilation maps of all the surveys as magnetics and EM- 
900Hz are presented at a scale of 1:50,000.

Two overview maps of the magnetics and the EM at a scale of 1:50,000 are 
presented.

The contractor has provided a CD with all the data as ASCII line archive for 
each of the three blocks flown. The images of their magnetic and EM resistivity 
products are present as TIFF files (with topography, flight lines and EM anomalies, 
and as Geosoft grids of the magnetics and resistivity products.

Work for this report has used the line archive to generate the single



component EM responses as the Geosoft grids presented here. The contractor's 
magnetic grids were used for the generation of additional magnetic maps.

LOCATION MAPS

1) Figure l, Reynar Lake Area
2) Figure 2, Fortune-Rex and Bug Lake Areas

CONTRACTOR'S

1) Line by line multi-channel stacked profiles.
2) Line contoured total magnetic field, paper colour and mylar.
3) Line contoured calculated vertical magnetic gradient (1VD), paper colour and 
mylar.
4) Line contoured apparent resistivity at 900Hz, paper colour and mylar.
5) Line contoured apparent resistivity at 7,200Hz, paper colour and mylar.
6) Line contoured apparent resistivity at 56,OOOHz, paper colour and mylar.
7) Dighem EM anomalies on mylar.

THIS REPORT

1) Overview map of the total field magnetics, Scale 1:50,000.
2) Overview map of the in-phase component of the 900Hz co-planar coil response, 
Scale 1:50,000.
3) Gridded in-phase, 900Hz coplanar coils, with contact interpretation, claim 
outlines, on paper.
4) Gridded in-phase, l,OOOHz coaxial coils, with contact interpretation, topography, 
claim outlines, flight lines, and contractor's picked anomalies, not discriminated by 
amplitude or character, on paper.
5) Gridded 1VD magnetics, topo, claim outlines, contact interpretation, not 
discriminated EM anomalies, on paper.
6) Gridded 1VD, shadowed with illumination from the north at an angle of 450, 
claim outlines, lithology outlines as taken from Beakhouse, 1997, on paper. The 
shadow direction is changed on the Bug Lake survey to accommodate the change 
in strike. The shadow illumination on Bug Lake is from 300 east.



GEOLOGY MAPS

Colour geology maps prepared by Philip Burt consultant for Atikwa from a 
regional map by Beakhouse, 1997. Outlines from these are found in this report map
4.

1) Reynar Lake
2) Fortune Lake
3) Rex Lake
4) Bug Lake

GENERAL

A few pieces of data have been selected for interpretation and reproduction 
out of a large number of possibilities. Early preliminary development of products, 
not all presented here, included griding of quadrature and in-phase components for 
all of the 5 EM frequencies; and second vertical derivative magnetics (2VD) in 
addition to the total and 1VD magnetics presented here. The 1VD is used for the 
detail presentation (1:10,000 scale) as it more sharply defines the magnetic events. 
Opportunities for other shadowing and line contouring were tested to see if 
additional information would add to the first pass and primary information needed 
at this stage. This report has focussed on a narrow view of the interpretation and 
so has limited the possible map products to the few presented here. The primary 
purpose of the survey has been to develop any conductor targets mat might 
represent conductive sulphides which could host base and precious metals. A 
further benefit from the survey has been to re-map the area geologically. The 
products are directed to these intents.

Left out of the possible products are line contours of the gridded data. These 
are present on the contractor's products and may be reviewed there. The addition 
of line contours, while useful in focussing attention to details, has the effect of 
covering over interpretation lines that are the focus of some maps. The high 
frequency and quadrature components of the EM individual frequency channels 
have been left out as these tend to focus on surficial weakly conducting events. 
Lake bed silts are particularly identified by these components. Certain fault 
structures are identified in the poor conductivity response. Generally, much of the



overburden in the area is electromagnetically resistive away from tile lakes and 
faults, and this permits the lower frequency in-phase components to map the 
bedrock lithological contrasts.

Shadowing from different directions can be a powerful tool, and can be 
applied to EM products as well as the various magnetic products. This has not been 
pursued here, although further refinements of contacts could be accomplished by 
this method.

Two of the maps for this report (a magnetic and an EM map), display 
anomalies picked by the contractor. These have been extracted from the archive 
anomaly listing. Unfortunately (or fortunately, depending on the case), no 
discrimination of the anomalies by amplitude or character was possible with the 
method used. All are presented as closed red filled circles. These anomaly maps are 
presented to see if there are correlations that may lead to targeting for the 
exploration program. It should be noted mat there are no very strong amplitude 
events that would signify large massive conductive sulphide bodies. A review of 
the profile data however identifies a number of conductor responses with significant 
in-phase response at the lowest frequencies. This indicates mat while conductors 
might be small, there are some good conductor responses in places mat could 
signify conductive sulphides. These are identified in the report below.

The maps presented are listed above. The grid of the 900Hz coplanar in- 
phase component was the primary image used for on-screen identification and 
drawing of anomaly edges or contacts. The next stage pick of these contacts 
employed the 1VD magnetic grid. Finally, the l,OOOHz coaxial grid of the in-phase 
data was used to refine and add to the contact identifiers. While some attempt was 
made at the start to keep the line identifiers on a simple order and plan, the 
overlayering of different components and return to the previous components for 
further additions, has led to some lack of order in the numbering of the events 
across the maps.

The 900Hz map provides all the contact identifiers as cleanly as possible. 
These are included on the non-shadowed 1VD map and the l,OOOHz map to show 
how well the fit is between the two EM components and the magnetics. It will be 
seen that the EM and the magnetics compliment each other very well, but there are 
places where details in the magnetics are not picked up by the EM and vice-versa. 
The shadowed magnetics are presented with the generalized geology, after



Beakhouse, to show the broad complementarity of the two separate approaches. It 
is seen however, that the geophysics, both magnetics and EM may be used to 
considerably refine and add to the geological map.

Note that much of the 900Hz in-phase and a fair amount of the l,OOOHz in- 
phase have backgrounds that are significantly negative. This low background has 
no geological significance, but anomaly amplitudes need to be considered in this 
context. Except for negative in-phase response from magnetite, the background 
should be zero. The contractor might have brought these backgrounds closer to 
zero. There is no problem with the line to line background correlations. They are 
all low.

A review of the resistivity maps provided by the contractor indicates that 
these images are much like the quadrature components, showing essentially 
overburden response, that becomes more detailed with higher frequencies. It does 
not appear that target anomalies or lithologies are resolved in these maps. Some of 
the conductor responses are apparent on these maps, but they are not easily 
distinguished from the overburden source responses.

SURVEY DETAILS

REYNAR LAKE, FORTUNE-REX LAKES AND BUG LAKE MAPS 
COMBINED - 1:50.000

The combination maps of each of the 900Hz, co-planar, in-phase response, 
and the 1VD magnetics neatly compliment each other. It is known mat the Werner 
Lake Fault extends across the Reynar Lake and Fortune-Rex Lakes and Bug sheets. 
The fault system may be expressed as contacts within the EM and magnetic 
response. This is not a dominant feature however. The most dominant features are 
seen as magnetic lows directly coinciding with a narrow elevated EM response mat 
continue across the survey areas. This appears to be a fault dominated system, with 
possibly sediments occupying a EM and magnetic broad event. This feature is not 
noted on the geology available here, but it occupies contacts between major 
lithologic units. The fault/sediments unit is seen to be singular on the Reynar sheet 
to the west, but is dual on the Fortune-Rex sheet. Both the EM and the magnetics
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show this to be a sharply bounded event that is 200 to 500 metres wide. Note that 
there is an extensive magnetic high to the south of the feature on the Reynar sheet 
while a similar magnetic high appears to lie on the north side on the Fortune-Rex 
sheet. These may represent large mafic intrusions associated with the presumed 
fault, although the reason for the switch in sides south to north going east is not 
apparent, unless this represents displacement of considerable distance of a single 
body along strike. This conjecture is limited by the lack of geophysical information 
between the Reynar and Fortune sheets. The Reynar Lake structure may just touch 
on the northwest corner of the Fortune sheet, so that a single contiguous event 
would not be present across the area.

REYNAR LAKE

In-Phase, Co-Planar, 900Hz

The area is dominated by two areas of elevated EM response. One is a broad 
region extending through the claims area with much internal structure, the other is 
a narrow, more uniform event extending across the north side of the survey, in one 
place cutting through the claims area. The large EM responsive area marked along 
its south side by interpretation line 4 is geologically mainly in paragneiss. Some 
of the internal more resistive bands may identify felsic intrusive rocks. The north 
boundary of the broad area identified by the south side of interpretation line 2 
divides the paragneiss from a more extensive area of felsic intrusive rocks. The 
narrow EM responsive band on the north side of line 2 may also be paragneiss, 
although this is not differentiated on the geology map. The resistive unit enclosed 
by 2 is likely to be felsic intrusive rock. The granitoid rock south of line 4 is 
clearly defined as a resistive body.

There is much internal structure in the main responsive area. This is 
somewhat indicated on the lithology, but mere are more details in the EM map than 
identified on the lithology. The strongest responses tend to identify with tile central 
portions of lakes, as at 95 and 623. There is a band of elevated response bounded 
by 63 and 64 that more clearly is lithological in origin. This is identified on the 
lithology as a narrow band of paragneiss containing mafic gneiss. The unit extends 
off the property, but contains its highest EM value within tile property.



In-Phase, Co-Axial, l,OOOHz

This map is less precise in its broad definitions of lithology, but it does 
provide resolution of narrow events within the broad responsive area. The anomaly 
picks which are not separated by strength or character were largely considered to 
have overburden or questionable origins by the contractor. Many of these identify 
with the weak EM responses seen on mis map. A few remain in doubt. The 
strongest responses identify with lakes, and may be attributed to lake bed 
sediments. What seems clear is that mere are no outstanding responses as would 
appear over massive conductive sulphides.

1VD Magnetics

Most of the interpretation lines were identified on the 900Hz map before 
reference to the magnetics. It may seem remarkable that mere is such a strong 
correlation between the EM drawn contacts and the magnetically defined contacts, 
but it is clear that the EM is mapping aspects of the lithology, just as the magnetics 
are mapping aspects of the lithology. The EM resistive unit enclosed by 
interpretation line 2 is a case in point. It is questionable now mat this magnetic 
body is a felsic intrusive as suggested on the lithology map. The strong magnetic 
low bounded by lines 2 and l to the north correlates with the narrow EM 
responsive unit. This is suggested to be a fault bounded sedimentary unit. Magnetic 
high and EM resistive rocks lie north of lines l or 11.

The broad area of EM response in the middle of the map is characterized by 
a mix of magnetic response. Largely, the EM response correlates with magnetic 
lows, but there is a mix of identities, that are not simply resolved. It may be mat 
target platinoid mineralization would associate with both elevated EM and magnetic 
response. A number of such correlations occur on the map such as at line 91, 
central on the map, where a somewhat discordant EM and mag correlation occurs. 
There are others that will need to be sorted out in the context of the lithology on 
the ground.
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1VD Shadowed Magnetics with Lithology

This map is somewhat difficult to work with in its present condition, but a 
careful following of the lithological boundaries, with the aid of the colour lithology 
reproduced in this report, shows that while there are broad correlations between the 
mapped lithologies, there are considerable departures in detail. Both the magnetics 
and the EM might be used to re-draw the lithological boundaries.

Profile Review

One good conductor response occurs on the map. It lies at the east edge 
between interpretation lines 2 and 623. The EM response is relatively small, but 
has significant in-phase response on the co-axial 10,000 Hz map. There is a direct 
correlation with a narrow magnetic high within a broader area of subdued 
magnetics, from flight line 10710E to flight line 10750E (the edge of the map). 
Both EM and magnetic responses are declining on this final line. The conductor 
source would seem to be at least stringer pyrrhotite. Pyrite or other conductive 
sulphides could also be present. The conductor does not lie within the claim block.

There is a series of small conductors to the west on the sheet lying between 
interpretation lines 63 and 64, occasionally showing correlation with weak magnetic 
responses but generally lying in a long magnetic low. The conductor extends from 
flight line 10050E to flight line 10060E. This conductor also lies just outside the 
claims area, except for flight line 10060E, where it just enters the property.

Within the property there are a number of conductor horizons. All df these 
are principally quadrature response. Some are fairly large and broad at the higher 
frequencies, suggesting weakly conducting, likely surfical sources. Many appear in 
form to be formational however, and some lithology may be seen to be mapped by 
many of these events. The magnetically associated response 91 is all quadrature. 
This should not discount the possibility of mineralization here, although other 
scenarios such as a fault along a magnetic dyke is possible.
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FORTUNE LAKE 

In-Phase, Co-Planar, 900Hz

Long linear Em elevated response events extend east-west across this area. 
The northernmost of these bounded by interpretation lines 2 and 55 probably 
identifies a fault bounded sedimentary unit. Other responses, most clearly seen to 
the west on the sheet, are bounded in part by interpretation lines 38, 49, 7, 18 and 
34. There is a narrow EM feature bounded by the enclosing line 3 that cuts the 
east-west features at a low angle. This likely marks a recent fault as it follows the 
line of lakes and rivers in an east-northeasterly direction. There are as well some 
west northwesterly trends such as that bounded by lines 20 and 26.

Geologically, much of the EM active portion of the map is dominated by 
paragneiss. Some of the less EM responsive areas are marked on the geology map 
as intermediate to felsic intrusive. The noted northwesterly trend bounded by lines 
20 and 26 identifies with mafic gneiss on the map.

The southeast part of the 900Hz map is dominated by broad elevated EM 
response that has some internal character that trends in the east-northeast direction 
seen just north as having structural implications.

The area to the north of line 2 and 11 to the east is dominated by low EM 
response, cut by northeasterly trending breaks, as for example lines 25 and 67. 
Geologically this area is identified as felsic intrusive.

In-Phase Co-Axial, l,OOOHz

The l ,OOOHz response perhaps better defines the EM response, although the 
primary pick of contact interpretation lines was made using the 900Hz image. This 
map with its undifferentiated anomaly picks shows that many, but not all EM 
responses coincide with picked anomalies. It is interesting to note that much of the 
linear, suggested fault across the area shows no picked anomalies. The eastern end 
of the south contact of this feature, along or bounded by lines 3, 55 and 54, is 
marked by the strongest EM response on the map, with multiple picked anomalies.
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1VD Magnetics

The l VD response along with the mainly EM interpretation lines and the EM 
anomalies show a great consistency. The long linear "fault" area shows a clear 
magnetic low that associates with the elevated EM response. The other less intense 
magnetic lows with EM response (either or bom of picked anomalies or elevated 
response) may identify structures subsidiary to the main structure. A number of 
picked EM anomalies associated with magnetic highs describe a different 
geological setting. Many of these are poor conductivity responses, but one set along 
the east end of the fault structure seen as large amplitude responses on the EM 
maps, show significant conductivity response as will be seen below.

The magnetics on the area mapped across the centre of the map as mainly 
paragneiss show that the area is highly differentiated into bands, wide and narrow, 
of magnetic and non-magnetic rocks. Some of these are EM restponders, others are 
not. The geology map identifies two locations where there are ultramafic rocks, 
neither provides a distinctive magnetic response. One of these toward the west end 
of the claim block may identify with a nondescript weak magnetic high between 
flight lines 20HOE and 20160E. (See the shadow map with lithology to identify 
the locations). Almost no EM anomalies are seen here. A more likely candidate for 
an ultramafic unit is the stronger and much longer magnetic high between flight 
lines 20150E and 20350E that is characterized by consistent and coinciding EM 
response along its length.

The large magnetically active area to the north identifies with the felsic 
intrusive in this area. The subdued magnetic area to the southeast marks out an 
entirely different rock that shows broad EM response. This is mapped as 
paragneiss, but it is quite different from the rocks immediately north and west. This 
might be identifying the peraluminous granitoid that is identified in this area in a 
much more limited form on the lithology map.

1VD Shadowed Magnetics with Lithology

The geologic unit outlines may be difficult to follow, but close observation 
shows that while the geological outlines follow the general trends, some 
considerable revision of the geological map is in order.
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Profile Review

Review of the analogue profile records shows that a single cluster of 
conductive responses is seen on the map sheet. Conductive responses are defined 
here as response that have in-phase response at the lowest frequencies that is as 
large as or larger than the quadrature response. While somewhat simple minded, 
this approach differentiates to some extent among the EM responses, the conductive 
sulphide sources from the lake bed and fault sources, and the weaker, moderate 
responses from certain lithologies. Only the conductive sulphides should respond 
significantly with the in-phase larger man the quadrature.

The main EM conductor extends from flight line 20410E to 20560E. This 
conductor often shows multiple horizons (up to three). The responses follow 
portions of interpretation lines 55, 3 and 54. All show directly coincident magnetic 
response, as they lie on a portion of the magnetic high south edge of the magnetic 
low structure. These are among the best conductor responses on all of the surveying 
here. The section of the conductor from flight lines 2041OE to 20440E lies just 
within the northeast corner of the claim block.

Isolated in-phase EM conductors lie to the south of the main conductor close 
to the magnetic and EM contact interpretation line 3 (the southern portion of 3). 
One of these appears on the claim line as drawn on flight line 20450E. The other 
two are on flight lines 20520E and 20530E, lying outside the claims.

All of the other EM anomalies picked on this sheet are dominated by 
quadrature response, That is they are weaker or much less conductive than the in- 
phase dominated responses. They have varying amplitudes and shape, and are 
expected to have a variety of sources both in the rocks and in surfical material. 
Some might point the way to weak or disseminated mineralization, but this cannot 
be determined from the response alone. A geological review, possibly with 
mapping on the ground, would be needed to upgrade these.
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REX LAKE

In-Phase, Co-Planar, 900Hz

This represents the continuation east from Fortune Lake of the overall 
Fortune-Rex Lakes survey block. Three significant bands of EM response cross this 
area. Two are east-west and are bounded by interpretation lines l and 2; and 3. 
(Note there are a few differences in the numbering of interpretation lines from the 
Fortune block to the Rex block). The 1/2 bounded unit is the stronger of the two, 
occasionally following apparent structures indicated by rivers. The unit bounded by 
line 3 is apparently closed to the east. Bom of these lie in paragneiss but are not 
differentiated by the mapping in that unit. These units are suggested to be part of 
a major fault/sedimentary system, with the 1/2 bounded unit being the main fault. 
There is a clear suggestion that the fault splays to the east, as the em response (and 
the magnetics divide toward the east. The third EM unit bounded by interpretation 
lines 17 and 5, lies in an east northeast direction across the area. It is apparently 
caused by a fault, possibly part of the Werner Lake fault system, as it follows a 
long narrow lake (Rex Lake) coincident with the EM response. Other northeasterly 
events are identified by interpretation lines such as 11, 43, 44 and 28 to the north 
of the line 5/17 break.

The large granitoid to the south is less responsive as has been seen on other 
areas. The granitoid is bounded by part of line 5 and line 8. There is a major fold 
or discontinuity in the southeast corner of mis survey as the EM features turn to 
the south into the Bug Lake area.

In-Phase, Co-Axial, l,OOOHz

The generally east-west features as well as others, are perhaps better defined 
on this map. The EM anomaly picks make some coherent sense on the gridded EM 
amplitude background. There are a number of relatively high amplitude responses 
that show as anomaly picks. Among these are a series extending across the map, 
bounded variously by response lines 2, 55 and 56. These will be seen to be good 
conductivity responses. Other higher EM responses such as those bounded by 
response lines 17 and 5 have poorer conductivity sources.
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1VD Magnetics

The response lines drawn mainly from the EM response, highly compliment 
the magnetic features. The EM anomaly picks do this as well. The most prominent 
magnetic features are the lows bounded by l and parts of 55 and 2, and by the 
closed loop 3. These are suggested to identify faults. The area along the l, 2 and 
55 system is marked on its south side by a long series of anomaly picks. These are 
contained by lines 55 and 2. Portions of mis EM feature directly identify with 
elongate magnetic highs. Elsewhere EM anomaly picks are coincident with 
magnetic lows or highs.

Some differentiation of sources is being achieved by this but only a few 
geological identities are resolved by reviewing the 1VD magnetics with the 
lithology map. Mafic gneisses along the north edge of an intermediate to felsic 
intrusive can be directly correlated to a long series of magnetic highs: 1) parts of 
lines 44 and 17 to the west, 2) 35 in the east central, and 3) parts of 6 and 8 in the 
east, where the intrusive contact turns south. Magnetically, the intrusive south of 
this line is not differentiated from the paragneiss to the north, as it contains similar 
elongate magnetic events.

Line l which marks the north side of the suspected magnetic low/fault also 
marks the contact between paragneiss to the south and felsic intrusive rocks to the 
north. The felsic intrusive rocks contain various elongate magnetic highs and lows 
that are not significantly different from magnetic responses on much of the rest of 
the sheet.

1VD Shadowed Magnetics with Lithology.

Some correlations between the mapped geology and the magnetics can be 
identified on this map, but it seems clear that the major geological contacts may 
be refined using the magnetics. There is much detail in the magnetics internal to 
the paragneiss that could be used to add to the differentiation of the gneisses. 
Apparent faults that here follow the large intermediate to felsic intrusive contact 
may be further refined by the magnetics as well as the EM response.
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EM Profile Review

There a lot of anomaly picks on this sheet, but good conductors are limited 
to certain areas. The most prominent conductor, identified by low frequency in- 
phase response, continues the good conductor seen to the west on Fortune Lake. 
This lies along the south side of the long linear magnetic low and is bounded by 
interpretation lines 55 and 2. The conductor extends almost continuously from 
flight line 20560E to flight line 20830E. The horizon continues east, where it is 
bounded by lines 2 and 4, more intermittently, as far as flight line 20970E. In 
places the EM response is coincident with narrow magnetic highs, suggesting the 
presence of pyrrhotite or magnetite possibly along with some other conductive 
sulphides. The section of the conductor from flight line 20770E to 20970E is 
contained within the claim block. The east end of this horizon is disrupted by the 
east-northeasterly structure bounded by lines 5 and 17. Most conductors within the 
structure, extending from the southwest to the northeast on the survey are broad 
and dominated by quadrature response.

East of the crossing structure, the conductive horizon appears to resume. 
There are some reasonable conductors bounded by lines 56 and 2 from flight line 
21070E to the east edge of the survey. The best of these are magnetic and lie 
within the claims area. Flight line 21110E is the last line within the property to the 
east.

There are some in-phase conductive responses that are magnetic and lie along 
the north part of interpretation line 3. These are from flight lines 20560E to 
20590E; from 20620E to 20650E; and on flight line 20680E. Only this latter 
anomaly showing a weak magnetic response, lies within the claims area.

All other EM responses within or outside of the claims area are quadrature 
dominated, that is their sources could be a wide range of weakly conducting 
material whether in bedrock or in overburden. Within the property, almost all the 
responses associate with magnetic lows. These may be in faults or low magnetic 
sedimentary bands.
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BUG LAKE

In-Phase, Co-Planar, 900Hz

This area is dominated by northwesterly trending rocks that lie just south of 
the major strike change in structures and formations seen at the southeast corner 
of the Rex Lake sheet. The EM response is dominated by a sinuous band of higher 
response lying down the centre of the area bounded by lines l and 2, and a similar 
high marked off by, and to the east of line 3. The 1/2 unit identifies the west edge 
of paragneiss, that is bounded on the west by a thin mafic gneiss men a large 
intermediate to felsic intrusive. The intrusive is marked by low EM response. Felsic 
intrusive rocks to the east of the paragneiss are seen to have low EM response as 
well. Paragneiss east of line 3 is probably being identified by higher EM response 
in this area.

An east-northeast striking structure bounded by lines 4 and 5 shows as an 
elevated EM response cross-cutting the main northwesterly striking structures.

In-Phase, Co-Axial l,OOOHz

The l,OOOHz response is much like the 900Hz response. Note that there are 
few anomaly picks in the areas of the most elevated EM response. This is closely 
similar to the behaviour along the major east-west fault/sediments event on the 
other areas.

1VD Magnetics

Again, the magnetics compliment the EM response, as the interpretation lines 
from me EM follow the magnetic pattern. The 1/2 EM feature is a well defined 
magnetic low, possibly fault bounded and possibly representing a sedimentary 
component in the gneisses. Interesting that the mapped felsic intrusive has 
significant magnetic elements. This has been observed elsewhere on the other 
sheets. The area northeast of line 3 shows some magnetic activity and is 
significantly different than the unit 1/2. Southeast of the 1/2 feature, a series of 
magnetic horizons, lines 2, 17 and 20 mark a series of likely mafic horizons. A
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mafic and an ultramafic unit is identified passing through the claims area, likely the 
are more than these two that are represented by the three magnetic bands.

The cross cutting fault to the south is marked by a magnetic low coinciding 
with an EM high and anomaly picks.

1VD Shadowed Magnetics with Lithology

The generalized lithology broadly follows the magnetics and EM response, 
but greater detail and revision of the lithology can be achieved through use of the 
geophysical response for this purpose.

EM Profile Review

No significant EM conductors are identified on this area. There are a few 
weak responses along line 2 or between lines 2 and 17, or 19 within the property 
that might be identified. These are at: flight line 30150E (dual anomaly); flight line 
30200E (interpretation lines 2 and 19); flight line 30230E (between lines 2 and 17); 
30280E (the only clearly non-magnetic response, in the structure between lines l 
and 2); and flight line 30300E (on line 2, just off the edge of the claims area. 
These are art best fair responses, that show some indication of in-phase response 
at low frequencies.

All other responses are quadrature dominated. Note mat most anomaly picks 
coincide with magnetic lows. The dominant magnetic low 1/2 does not show many 
anomaly picks. The EM response across the magnetic low structure shows no focus 
into responses that would be picked as anomalies with the one exception on flight 
line 30280E.
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CONCLUSIONS

A high quality electromagnetic and magnetometer survey over three blocks 
of ground has identified a number of conductive horizons and individual conductors 
that are worth following up on the ground. Some of these lie within existing 
claims, while others are outside the claims areas. Base and precious mineralization 
is reported in the area but the locations and character of such mineralization is not 
known to mis author, so that the known mineralization cannot be given 
electromagnetic or magnetic characterization where they may have been overflown 
by this survey. This must be left to the follow-on geological report.

It has been noted that with the limited geological outlines presented here mat 
only general correlations between lithologies and geophysical responses can be 
made. It is clear in the EM and magnetic data that there is much more geologically 
driven detail available. This may be used to significantly improve the geological 
maps of these areas.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Given the intent in this survey of exploring for sulphide related base and 
precious metals, there are a number of target areas in which detail ground 
geological and geophysical investigations should be carried out. The focus here is 
on the better conductors, but a geological review of the weaker responses may 
bring some of these into consideration for ground follow-up.

REYNAR LAKE

The Reynar lake area does not show conductive anomalous response mat 
would direct immediate action within the claims area. There are however, less 
conductive events that could be re-visited given geological support.

FORTUNE REX LAKES

The Fortune Rex Lakes areas contain the best conductors on the survey along
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the south margin of the long magnetic low l EM responsive area. The target 
anomalous horizon and some individual conductors are identified in the profile 
review section of these surveys.

Target locations within the Fortune claims are:

1) Flight lines 2041OE to 20440E along interpretation lines 3, 54 and 55.
2) Flight line 20450E on the claim line and interpretation line 3.
3) Other more poorly conducting responses within the claims will need to be 
upgraded with geology.

Target locations within the Rex claims are:

1) Flight lines 20770E to 20970E bounded by interpretation lines 2, 4 and 55
2) Flight lines 21070E to 21 HOE bounded by interpretation lines 2 and 52.
3) Flight line 21070E on interpretation line 3.
4) Other weaker conductive responses need geological support.

BUG LAKE

The Bug Lake area has some weaker isolated responses that should be 
checked on the ground. These are found in the profile review for this section.

1) Flight line 30150E on interpretation line 2.
2) Flight line 30200E on interpretation lines 2 and 19.
3) Flight line 30230E between interpretation lines 2 and 17.
4) Flight line 30280E between interpretation lines l and 2.
5) Flight line 30300E on interpretation line 2.
6) Other weaker responses may be upgraded by geology.

^--Vo?

Laurie E. Reed, PEng. (Ont.) 
Geophysical Consultant 
June 27, 2001
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Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Date:2002-JUN-12

Ministere du
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines Ontario

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
933 RAMSEY LAKE ROAD, 6th FLOOR 
SUDBURY, ONTARIO 
P3E 6B5

ATIKWA MINERALS LIMITED 
201-121 RICHMOND STREET WEST 
TORONTO, ONTARIO 
M5H 2K1 CANADA

Tel: (888)415-9845 
Fax:(877)670-1555

Dear Sir or Madam

Submission Number: 2.23461 
Transaction Number(s): W0210.00743

W0210.00996

Subject: Approval of Assessment Work

We have approved your Assessment Work Submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The attached 
Work Report Summary indicates the results of the approval.

At the discretion of the Ministry, the assessment work performed on the mining lands noted in this work 
report may be subject to inspection and/or investigation at any time.

If you have any question regarding this correspondence, please contact LUCILLE JEROME by email at 
lucille.jerome@ndm.gov.on.ea or by phone at (705) 670-5858.

Yours Sincerely,

Ron Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section

Cc: Resident Geologist

Atikwa Minerals Limited 
(Claim Holder)

Assessment File Library

Atikwa Minerals Limited 
(Assessment Office)

Visit our website at http://www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm Page: 1 Correspondence 10:17180
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